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ABOUT THIS BOOK
Sal, Max, and Enzo Bruschetti have spent their entire lives keeping a low 
profile. As their criminal empire  as grown more diverse, they have relied 
on an increasingly complex web of financial arrangements to keep 
their business safe from prying eyes. Now wealthy and aging, they have 
decided to retire from crime. Right after they tie up a few loose ends... 

When actor Harry Murphy inadvertently overhears the Bruschetti 
brothers plotting to turn several associates into “dead meat” he is stricken 
by conscience and decides he must intervene. After traveling to London 
to warm one of the intended victims, Harry is caught up in a shootout, 
forced to flee in a high speed chase, mistaken for a Bruschetti agent, and 
handed a suitcase filled with cash. Out of his depth and in over his head, 
Harry is picked up by the British authorities who want to use him to build 
a case against the mysterious Bruschettis.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

David McCallum was born in Scotland. 
He moved to America in 1961. He is most 
recognized for his portrayal of Dr. Donald 
“Ducky” Mallard in NCIS and  Illya Kuryakin in 
The Man from UNCLE, for which he received 
two Emmy Award nominations. His credits 
also include over 30 books on tape and CD. 
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SALES AND MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
• Full UK publicity campaign  by Ruth Killick Publicity
• NCIS is in its 12th season on CBS, averaging 22 million viewers a 

week in the US alone.  

‘… An ingenious crime 
novel which moves at a 
considerable lick.’ 
-Barry Forshaw, Crime Time
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